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ABSTRACT

Free surface vortices at intakes can cause excessive vibration, effi
ciency loss, structural damage, and flow reduction in hydroturbines, pumps,
culverts, etc. They can also be a safety hazard and a potential loss of
life. One of the major problems encountered during intake design is the
specification of submergence and other design parameters in order to avoid
strong free surface vortex formation. A properly conceived model study
will determine whether free surface vortices are likely to occur. Before
that point, however, the engineer needs to develop a preliminary design and
then decide if a model study is needed.

In order to assist in preliminary intake design, Ii plot of dimen
sionless submergence versus intake Froude number is presented for a number
of vertical and horizontal intakes from both field and laboratory obser
vations. The pilot is divided into two regions: 1) a region where intake
vortices are unlikely and a model study is not required except with ex
tremely poor approach conditions, and 2) a region with a good possibility
of intake vortices, and a model study is recommended.

Region 2, where intake vortices are a good possibility, is very large;
encompassing many intake facilities. This is because minimum intake sub
mergence to avoid vortex formation is highly dependent upon approach con
di tions, which are site specific. In order to add some clari ty to this
limited design criteria, an experimental study was undertaken which focused
upon typical intake approach conditions. Most hydropower intakes have a
forebay to avoid high circulation near the intake, so the experimental
study simulated approach conditions with a forebay or approach channel of
varying length and width.

The experiments were limited to vertical bellmouth intakes. The ten
dency for vortex formation is enhanced by separation around the leading
edge of the approach channel walls. A long, narrow forebay will reduce the
tendency for vortex formation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many of the problems which can occur at closed conduit intakes are a
consequence of a free surface vortex. Free surface vortices are a very
highly organized turbulent free-surface flow phenomena which occurs due to
the residual angular momentum in the flow at a closed conduit intake. They
occur commonly at free-surface flows into a closed conduit, such as a sink
or bathtub drain. In large closed conduit intakes, however, free surface
vortices are a severe problem which should be avoided. Free surface vor
tices have been found to cause flow reductions, vibrations, structural
damage, surging due to formation and dissipation of vortices, and a loss of
efficiency in turbines and pumps. They have also been found to be a safety
hazard at lock intakes [1]*.

The two examples of free surface vortices given in Photos 1 and 2 (see
Sect. III) help illustrate the reasons for these problems. An intake
designed for a smooth and straight flow will experience a highly swirling
flow when vortices are present. The swirl will give unexpected flow pat
terns into a turbine or pump, which reduces efficiency, causes cavitation
to develop, and may lead to the development of resonance vibration with the
structural components of the machine. A free surface vortex with an air
core will also cause a significant reduction in the flow capacity of the
intake.

Most of the research work on free-surface vortices to date has been
performed on a site-specific basis where a hydraulic model study is per
formed for a given hydroelectric plant, pumping station, navigation lock,
or spillway intake to determine whether vortices will be present. Very
little research has been performed which furnishes submergence requirements
to prevent vortex formation. These design criteria could be used in intake
design prior to, or possibly in place of, a model study.

The need for this generic design criteria is great. First, the
engineer currently has little information which may be used for intake
design before a hydraulic model study is undertaken. Second, many small
hydraulic structures cannot afford the cost and time delay associated with
hydraulic model studies. Many of these small structures are currently
designed with the "hope and prayer" that free-surface vortices do not
occur. This second problem is especially apparent in the upcoming period
of small hydropower development in the United States. The U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers [2] estimates that there are 4800 small hydropower sites (less
than 15 MW) in the United States with development potential. These sites
will be built with a typical design-construct period of between 1 and 4
years. The comparative cost and time required for an intake model study is
significant.

*Numbers in brackets indicate references on page 76.
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Photo t. Vortex which formed at Horspranget, Sweden, hydropower intake
on August 15, 1949, taken from Rahm [3].



This report addresses the problem of intake design criteria for small
hydroelectric facilities. Literature information on vortex formation at
field and model intakes is first compiled and presented to give "intake
guidelines" for design engineers. These intake guidelines provide a means
of comparing a given intake design with past experience and will give a
qualitative assessment of whether free-surface vortices may occur. The
second part of the report describes experimental research undertaken to
give specific design criteria for intakes. The experimental research is
limited to vertical intakes with an approach canal and is the beginning of
a more extensive program which is needed to adequately address the problem.
The experimental program addresses the effects of approach canal length and
the angle of flow into the approach canal on free surface vortex formation.
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II. REVIEW

A. Parameters Influencing Free Surface Vortices

1. Dimensional Analysis

In this section a dimensional analysis will be performed with
conclusions drawn from the literature to determine the important parameters
inf luencing vortex formation at horizontal as well as vertical intakes.
Most inves tigators have focused upon a critical submergence, Sc, also
known as the minimum submergence. Jain et ale [4] defined critical sub
mergence as the smallest depth at which strong and objectionable vortices
will not form. If the intake is set such that S < Sc , a 'vortex will form,
whereas if a S ~ Sc , a vortex will not form. This definition implies that
air entraining vortices are the only types of vortices detrimental to pumps
or turbines. Sweeny et ale [5] state that at pump intakes no organized or
subsurface vortices greater than surface dimpling, or subsurface swirl, can
be allowed. A similar criteria is appropriate for hydroelectric intakes,
since the flow through the hydromachine is similar. The one difference
from a pump is that a turbine has guide vanes upstream of the runner which
may eliminate a small swirl. The amount of swirl allowed before impacting
turbine performance, however, has not been documented. The conservative
approach is to allow no subsurface swirl at hydroplant intakes.

The dimensional analysis presented here considers the various per
tinent variables influencing the critical submergence of the intake struc
tures located in the open flume arrangement shown in Fig. 1. Since the
critical submergence is the parameter of interest, it is the dependent
parameter of the analysis. Thus, the functional relationship can be writ
ten for Sc as

where d = diameter of the pipe intake,

Do = diameter of the bellmouth intake,

Q = discharge,

r circulation,

p = density of the fluid,

11 = dynamic viscosity,

(J = surface tension of the fluid,

(1)

g acceleration due to gravity,

Si = length parameter, distance from side walls,

length of approach side walls, height of the bellmouth, etc.

4
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configurations (both incorporated into each sketch).
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With P , Q, and D as the repeating variables this can be simplified using

Buckingham's TI theorem to:

S D
Q rD Q pQ2 °ic f[ 0 ] i 1, ••• n (2 )

(1= =
d ' VD 'Q

,
d2~ , aD

3 'D

Since the ratio Do/D is usually held constant, it can be dropped from the

analysis. This reduces the functional relationship Eq. (2) to:

Many researchers have investigated the relative significance of these para

meters in free surface vortices with a cylindrical tank and an outlet in

the center of the tank floor [4, 6, and 7]. The circulation of the outlet

can be adjusted by using vanes [4, 6] or using jets issuing from the side

of the tank [7]. With this type of apparatus, r , the circulation is a

parameter controlled by the investigator, and can be calculated with the

following equation:

S Q fD Q pQ3 °i
~=f[- - -]i
d 2 VD' Q 'D 2~ , aD 3 ' D

1, ••• n (3 )

Many experimental studies have indicated that surface tension

effects are negligible [4, 6, 8 and 9]. Dagget and Keu1egan [6] using a

cylindrical tank apparatus and two se~arate f1u!ds found that in the range

of Reynolds number (Q/DV) from 3xl0 to 7xl0 surface tension does not

affect vortex formation. Jain ~t a1. [4] concluded that for a cylindrical

tank in the region of 120 < p(V D/a) < 34,000 that surface tension effects

are negligible. Yi1drim and Jain [10] used an analytical approach to the

dynamics of a rotating fluid element and found that surface tension is an

important parameter near the core, and at low values of circulation. Anwar

[8] found that for horizontal and vertical intakes in a long flu~, surface

tension effects are
4

negligible when the Weber number, W = p V h/ a ,is

greater than 1.5xl0 ,where h is the submergence based on the centerline

of the intake. Furthermore, Anwar concluded surface tension is an impor

tant parameter at W < 1.5xl0
4 only when a surface depression exists, such

as a dimple. If the water surface remains flat, surface tension is negli

gible. Therefore, the literature for the most part concludes that surface

tension can be neglected if p V2D/ a is greater than 120, of if p V2h/ a

2. Surface Tension

radius of the outer rings, or outside of the tank,

(4)2TI R Ver

angular velocity of the fluid leaving the guide vanes

or the jet.

where vr

6



4
greater than 1.5x10 , whichever of the two criterion is the most conser-

3. Viscous Effects

Many investigators have concluded that viscous forces in and
the intake can be ignored if the Reynolds number is large. Each

tigator, however, has found a different value of the Reynolds number
these effects are negligible. There is thus no consensus as to
value is. Another possible exploration for this randomness is
value could be constant for each individual experimental appara

it is not a universal constant.

and Villemonte [11] found, using a vortex tank experiment
jet as the outlet, that the coefficient of discharge was free

effects at a Reynolds number V(Dlv) greater than 1x10 3 •

Keulegan [6] found by using a similar apparatus that the
number should be greater than 3.2x10 4 to have a <negligible effect

depth ratio at which an air core vortex would form or not form.
et al. [4], using a cylindrical tank apparatus with guide vanes, found
the critical submergence can be calculated (neglecting surface tension

effe(~ts) from the following equation:

S
K ~ = 5.6

d (5 )

K QS ID , andc

Re VD I
""F- v

V
--=
Igd

was foun~ to be equal to unity at N ;;. 5x10 4 , which means that at
Vd/v ;;. 5x10 V!lgd the critical submet'gence is not a function of the
Reynolds number and is therefore free from viscous effects. An interesting

4result is found for Nv ;;' 5x10 ; if the intake velocity, V, is cancelled
from this equation, then the minimum diameter, D, recommended to be free
from viscous effect is

D ;;. (6)

Hebaus [12] showed, using the basic definitions of the parameters used by
Jain, that Eq. (5) can be rederived into an explicit equation for the cri
tical submergence Sc. The equation Hebaus found is

7



(7)

where N * = rd/Q. This equation is free from any implicit dependency on

the critical submergence in contrast to Eq. (5) with the term N
r

•

Using a vortex tank apparatus, Anwar [7] found for a Reynolds number,

R = Q/vh of greater than or equal to 1,000, viscous effects did not

influence the formation of a weak vortex with a narrow air or a deep

dimple, where the Reynolds number is defined as Re = Q/ vh; whereas he

concludes for a strong vortex with a large air cone that this parameter is

very important. In latter experiments, Anwar et a1. [13] experimented with

a horizontal intake in a flume. From these experiments, Anwar concludes

that the flow of a free surface vortex i~ not affected by viscosity for a

Reynolds number (Q/ vh) greater than 3x10 ,where h is the depth to the

centerline, or the intake. It appears from Anwar's results that the

Reynolds number (Q/ vh) required for an intake to be' free from viscous

effects in a flume is greater than the Reynolds number required in a

cylindrical tank apparatus.

In conclusion, previous research indicates that viscous effects in and

around the intake are negligib1~ only if the Reynolds number Vd/ v ~s

greater than or equal to 5x10 and if Q/vh is greater than 3x10 ,

whichever is the most conservative of the two relations. These obser

vations may not be accurate if the intake has structural components which

will affect the approach flow near the intake.

If Webber number and Reynolds number are dropped from consideration,

the dimensional analysis reduces to:

s
c

-=
D

B. Design Guidelines

f (fD ..y-
4 Q'17:'

I'gD
•••• n ] (8)

There are an infinite number of configurations by which a closed con

duit intake can be constructed. These configurations depend upon the pur

poses for which the intake is being constructed, as well as the physical

configurations of the dam and other factors beyond the control of the

designer. A pump intake is usually a vertical inverted be11mouth con

figuration as shown in Fig. 2. Hydropower intakes normally have either a

horizontal or vertical arrangement as schematically given in Fig. 1. The

two arrangements presented in Fig. 1 are the configurations on which this

study will focus.

The intake design guidelines which are available usually require near

perfect flow conditions just upstream of the outlet. Prosser [14] based

his design on the diameter of the outlet penstock. His requirements for a

horizontal be11mouth are that:

8
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Fig. 2. Vertically inverted intake configuration.
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• the upstream flow should be uniform across the channel width,

o supporting pillars should be streamlined to eliminate the

possibility of flow separation reaching the intake,

• stagnant flow areas should be filled; for a horizontal intake

a vertical face is better than a sloping face,

o average approach channel velocities should be kept below .6

m/s; and

(» trashracks should be designed to act as flow straightening

vanes.

Prosser further advises on what constitutes a poor channel design

upstream of the intake. These factors are:

• abrupt changes in flow directions (e.g. sharp corners or any

design which leads to an assymetric distribution of flow,

o rapidly diverging channels,

• a steep slope, and

o blunt support pillars.

These recommendations indicate that there should not be any flow

separation upstream of the intake if vortex-free operation is desired.

With this type of approach channel, Prosser recommends an intake sub

mergence of 1.5 D for the horizontal intake. If there is any deviation

from the approach channel recommendations previously made, Prosser recom

mends a hydraulic model investigation.

Gordon [15] has developed design criteria which Montreal Engineering

Company of Canada LTD uses to design hydroelectric intakes. With data

obtained from 29 existing hydroelectric intakes designed by Montreal Engi

neering, Gordon developed a graph (Fig. 3) which related submergence to

VD1/2 where V is the penstock velocity. With this data, Gordon developed

envelope curves to describe various regions in the data using:

S = CVDl / 2 (9)

With symmetrical approach flow conditions, Montreal Engineering uses a

coefficient C of 0.3 and for lateral approach flow conditions C = 0.4.

These coefficients substituted into Eq. (9) describe the lower and upper

limits of the envelope in Fig. 3, respectively. One acute disadvantage

with Gordon's data is that there are only four installations which

experienced vortex problems included in the data. Another major disadvan

tage is that the parameters are not dimensionless, and cannot be considered

a universal relationship for all intake designs.

10
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Reddy and Pickford [16] developed a dimensionless graph of SiD vs.

v/~ using Gordon's data as well as other critical submergence data

obtained from the literature. :Reddy and Pickford's plot indicates that

most free surface vortices occurred above the line

SiD F (10)

which indicates that the dimensionless critical submergence should always

be greater than the Froude number. Furthermore, they found that all the

data on critical submergence lies on a band, with the upper band

corresponding to

and the lower band

SiD == 1 + F (11 )

SiD F (12 )

Reddy and Pickford conclude that when vortex prevention devices are

used, Eq. (12) will give vortex-free operation. They put one further

restriction on Eqs. (11) and (13) by stating that the equations are to be

used for inlets where there is no induced swirl caused by artificial boun

daries (e.g. the perfect upstream flow conditions previously mentioned).

But, in further analyzing Reddy and Pickford's [16] dimensionless plot, it

is apparent that they have plotted data for both horizontal and vertically

inverted intakes. This implies that the flow field approaching a vertical

inverted intake is the same as that for a horizontal intake, and the sub

mergence required for a vertical intake is the same as that required for a

horizontal intake. The authors believe that critical submergence for the

intake types cannot be equated, since there are great differences in the

flow field created by the three types of intakes.

Anwar et al. [13] gives the critical submergence as well as other

dimensions for a horizontal intake as a function of the circulation. This

requires some knowledge of the circulation prior to the design. Anwar does

not give any suggestions on how to calculate this parameter for field con

ditions.

For a vertical intake without a bellmouth, Humphreys et al. [17]

tested a drop inlet entrance to a closed conduit spillway. Some of the

results of this study are given in Fig. 4. Humphreys et al. concluded that

if the full flow curve intersects the weir curve to the left of the inter

section of the weir and vortex envelope curves, no vortex suppression

device should be required. However, if the full flow curve intersects the

weir curve to the right of the weir and vortex envelope curves, vortex

suppression devices should be required. Humphreys et al. used a vortex

envelope to postulate that the intake will be free from vortex formation if

the submergence ratio, SiD, is greater than the intake Froude number

squared.

12
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Recently, Penino and Hecker [18] in a comparison of the experiences

that the Alden Research Laboratory had in modeling pumped storage intakes,

found no acceptable design standards. Pennino and Hecker also found from

their results that maintaining a value of F = Vo/~ less than .23, and

an S /D greater than 0.5 where Vo is the intake velocity at the bellmouth
n

and Sn is the submergence to the centerline, provides a reasonable design

guideline. At a higher Froude number, vortex-free operation can be

obtained, bu't a model may have to be constructed to find the more extensive

design measures required to keep the intake free of vortices.

In conclusion, despite decades of research in the area of vortex for

mation, there is very little design information available. Therefore, the

only way a designer can currently be certain that a given intake design

will be free from vortices is to have a reduced scale hydraulic model test

performed.

c. Anti-Vortex Devices

The remedial actions taken once a vortex is discovered at an intake

are usually limited to very minor modifications. It may be economically

unfeasible or physically impossible to alter the size or depth of the

intake, and/or the upstream flow conditions by improving the upstream

boundaries. With these limitations, remedies are usually limited to three

types of solutions: those which disrupt the angular momentum of the flow

such that the formation of a vortex is inhibited, those which force the

vortex to try to form in a zone where it is difficult to form, or those

which increase the area of the outlet such that the intake velocities are

decreased. None of these solutions destroys the angular momentum upstream

of the intake, and thus there still may remain a large amount of swirl

entering the intake that is hazardous to the turbines or pumps.

Denny and Young [19] listed several types of anti-vortex devices

available. These and other devices are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8.

One of the most popular and inexpensive remedies, as shown in Fig. 5 is a

floating raft which disrupts the angular momentum at the water surface.

Ziegler [20] found the water surface is not the optimum location for the

raft. He noted that swirling motion remained below the floating raft in

his model, whereas by submerging the raft, this swirling motion was

removed. Furthermore, Ziegler found the optimum depth to be only a small

distance below the water surface. The optimum depth is that depth where

the submerged raft is able to provide resistance to the swirling motion

above the raft as well as below the raft. If the depth of the raft is too

great, the raft is unable to supply resistance to the swirl above the raft.

This swirl then set up a vortex, and because of the higher velocities

closer to the outlet, the vortex is stretched and a high velocity inner

core of a small radius is formed.

Trashracks which also disrupt the angular momentum of the flow have

been effective as vortex suppressors in some instances [1, 20, 21].

Ziegler [20] modeled trashracks by using different sizes of screen. He

found vortex formation at these screens to be dependent on the size of

screen, and therefore dependent on the resistive action of the screen.

Ziegler felt the results obtained with screens to represent the trashracks

14
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in comparison to the prototype. Prototype trashracks are
of rectangular bars which can be thought of as limited

vanes, whereas screens are cylindrical wires in the
cylindrical bars in the prototype, and are poor flow

vanes. Thus, the prototype trashracks would straighten the
than the model. Ables [1] used a scaled bar trashrack of

as a vortex suppressor in his model to reduce the tendency
formation. Gwinn [22] found that using a steel deck grating

closed conduit spillway for small watershed projects
strength of the vortex, but did not dissipate the vortex

Ziegler [20] confirmed Gwinns' results with screens placed at
A vortex formed and did not dissipate as it passed through the

] developed a vertical wedge shaped anti-vortex device which
angular momentum very well. It was not necessary for the

interfere with the flow into the intake but simply to dissi
near the surface. In addition, Song concluded that the

vortex formation is diminished if the plan of the approach
intake is less like a circle.

vortex suppressor which is common in small intakes such as
is the hooded inlet shown in Fig. 6 which essentially extends the

intake. The Agricultural Research Service has spent many years
inexpensive intakes for Soil Conservation Service projects.

[21] found good results in vortex suppression for culverts by
a circular plate above the intake (hooded inlet) Humphreys et a1.

Blaisdell [21] also found good results by placing a circular cover
drop inlet to a closed conduit spillway (shown in Fig. 8). This

increases the cross-sectional area of the intake,
the entering velocities, and forcing the flow through a contorted

reducing large-scale circulation. The cover is also a source of
, and not often used in hydroelectric intakes.
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III. ANALYSIS OF VORTEX PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AT EXISTING INSTALLATIONS

The majority of the research on avoiding free-surface vortices at
intake structures has been performed on individual installations primarily
through model studies. The experience associated with these structures may
be valuable in developing general rules-of-thumb for intake design. As
discussed in Section II, Gordon [15] and Pennino and Hecker [18] have
previously compiled prototype and model data for this purpose. This sec
tion is an extension of those analyses to incorporate additional intake
installations and to further refine the analysis of previous experience.

A. Case Studies

There are many factors which contribute to free-surface vortices at
intakes, as indicated by Eq. (8). The most important parameters are the
dimensionless submergence, SiD, intake Froude No., V/~ or V/!g:S, and
the large-scale circulation in the flow approaching the intake. The cir
culation parameter is dependent upon many factors in the approach con
ditions which are entirely site specific. The primary source of
circulation is the angular momentum induced by the geometric arrangement of
the intake approach, such as flow separation around the leading edge of a
wall, channel irregularities, or a prevailing stream flow pattern. Any
generic guidelines, therefore, run into this basic problem; the circulation
of the flow near the intake is site-specific because the approach flow
conditions in each installation are unique. Unfortunately, approach cir
culation appears to be as important or even more important than dimen
sionless submergence and intake Froude No. in the occurrence of vortices at
an intake. The importance of circulation will be apparent in the following
case studies.

1. Lower St. Anthony Falls Lock and Dam

The lower St. Anthony Falls Lock, given in Fig. 9, has a severe
vortex which forms when filling the lock chamber. The vortex is so severe
that it is hazardous to small craft, as tragically demonstrated in 1974
when a lock employee in a small boat was accidentally drawn into the vortex
and killed. This vortex problem provides an excellent case study because
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (WES) per
formed a hydraulic model study in order to determine how to minimize the
intensity of the vortex. The required alterations to the lock were found
to be extensive and could not be economically justified. This illustrates
a frequent occurrence--that solving a vortex problem after a structure has
been built is usually extremely expensive.

The intakes to the lock-filling culvert system are square vertical
bellmouths as shown in Fig. 10. During filling, 25 percent of the flow
entered through intake #1, 22 percent through #2, 23.5 percent through #3,
and 29.5 percent through #4.
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A field survey was undertaken on May 17, 1983, to examine the approach

condi t ions to the four intakes. The lock s taf f were kind enough to

operate the intake at design flow (which they rarely do because of the

vortex) to facilitate the survey. It was immediately apparent that the

primary cause of the vortex is a common one--separation around the leading

edge of the canal wall, known as a bullnose pier. Once the intake valve is

opened, water from the impoundment flows past the bullnose pier at 90

degrees. The flow separates around the leading edge of the pier because of

the high velocities and large angle of attack, as shown in Photos 2, 3, and

4. This separation induces an adverse pressure gradient which, in turn,

causes backflow along the wall. The backflow creates the circulation

required for the vortex to form in intake #1, at SiD = 3.0 and Fr = V/;g:o-=

0.89. As time progresses the rotation of the first vortex sets up the cir

culation required for a second, less severe vortex to form in intake #4 at

SiD = 2.85 and Fr = 0.80.

The hydraulic model study subsequently performed at WES [lJ found that

the vortex could be eliminated with the following alterations to the intake

design:

Rebuild the intake to a horizontal, rather than vertical

arrangement.

Increase the submergence of the intake from 13.7 to 26.2 ft.

Add a vortex suppressor, straightening vanes which would also

serve as trash racks.

Extend the bullnose pier 28-3/4 ft further upstream with an

elliptical, rather than a circular, shape.

In other words, build an entirely new and more expensive intake structure.

The WES study found that less drastic measures simply would not work. The

final design suggested by the WES study is given in Fig. 11. These four

recommendations identify the two important parameters in avoiding free

surface vortices: a large submergence and approach flow with a minimum

amount of large-scale circulation.

It is interesting to note that an early model study of the lock system

performed by staff from the U. S. Corps of Engineers at the St. Anthony

Falls Hydraulic Laboratory found no vortex problems at the intake. The

only difference between the two model studies is that the early one did not

adequately model the approach conditions, and the separation around the

bullnose pier was not as severe.

2. Mayfield Hydroplant Expansion

The Mayfield Hydroelectric Power Facility experienced vortices and

very turbulent flow in the forebay area to the intakes of the downstream

power tunnel, a diversion facility. A high velocity flow leaves the power

tunnel and separates as it expands and distributes to the four plant

intakes. The separation was caused by the large angle of incidence in the

expansion wall, directing a jet at the two center intakes, and causing a
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2. View showing vortex in conjunction with the front
bullnose pier at intake No. I,Lower St. Anthony
Falls Lock and Dam.

Photo 3. Separation past the bullnose pier F ~ .89, SiD = 3.0
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Photo 4. Another view of the vortex.
to the pallet on the pier.
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flow across the two outer intakes. This was evidenced by the existence
large shock waves at the pier noses, which caused uneven water surface ele
vation at the intakes. A model study was performed by Song [23] at the St.
Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory to correct this problem.

It appeared that free surface vortices were induced by the eddies,
formed by the flow separation and drawn into the intake. Submerged guide
vanes improved the flow distribution, but did not entirely eliminate sur
face swirl. The addition of a vertical wedge over the intake finally broke
down the surface swirl. Song attributed the effectiveness of the vertical
wedge to the extremely noncircular geometry which resulted in the intake
bays. It should be noted that this intake had a very low submergence, as
compared to other intakes with similar velocities, SiD = 0.6 and Fr = 0.57.

3. Grand Coulee Third Power Plant

Another project where free-surface vortices are associated with
separating flow was the hydraulic model study for the Grand Coulee Third
Power Plant given in Figs. 12 and 13 (SiD = 1.23 and Fr = 0.77). In this
study a continuous air entraining vortex formed which was dissipated by
adding a flow straightening trash rack to the front of the intake struc
ture. Then, instead of a continuous air entraining vortex, a dye core vor
tex was observed in the model at increased model intake velocities.

In the model study Ziegler [20] examined the effect of the separation
past the corner leading into the supply canaL He placed an elliptical
shaped guidewal1 in the model to suppress the separation of surface flow
currents past the corner shown in Fig. 12. In this case, it is interesting
that although surface streamline patterns were separating, the dye
streak1ines below the surface were not separating as the flow went into the
intake supply canal. Ziegler found a decrease in vortex severity when the
guidewal1 was used. Without a guidewa1l, an air entraining vortex with a
continuous air core readily formed and entered intake No. 19. With the
guidewall, vortex severity was reduced to where only small bubbles occa
sionally pulled off the vortex tail and entered the intake. This separa
tion was not the primary cause of the vortex formation, but it was a major
factor. The other factors in this case were the submergence, the intake
velocity, and that the flow was required to turn 90 0 in order to enter an
intake. This poor intake canal configuration as well as the upstream flow
separation brought about the vortex problems described in the model study.

4. Three Swedish Intakes

A classical discussion of flow problems at Swedish intakes was the
study by Lenhart Rahm in 1953 [3]. The study primarily dealt with the
effect of various intake designs on the intake velocity whether favorable
or unfavorable to plant operation. In so doing, Rahm analyzed the impact
of upstream velocity distribution on vortex formation. He found that a
leading parameter in the formation of vortices was the flow separation past
some obstacle, be it horizontal or vertical. Dntra Power Plant on the
Da1alven River, shown in Fig. 14, was the first intake investigated. Rahm
found the formation of a vortex street which was a consequence of flow
separation past the discontinuity where the lined banks are suspended by
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Fig. 13. Typical section vie~ through forebay dam and penstock
of Grand Coulee Third Power Plant, taken from Ziegler [20].
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concrete walls. Rahm also found that vortex formation was enhanced by the
piers on the intake structure, which were rounded only part of the way to
the water surface. At high flows and the corresponding higher headwater
elevation, flow separation around the edge of the sharp edged portion of
the piers formed a coherent eddy in the stop log recesses, where air suc
tion first formed.

A similar situation occurred at the Atorp Power Plant on the Letalven
River, shown in Fig. 15. The pull of the intake created a surface current
over the top of the submerged intake canal walls, perpendicular to the main
stream, as shown in Fig. 16. This flow pattern formed an upwelling region
(bulb) inside the canal wall which was the source of a large, stable eddy,
and ultimately a free-surface vortex at intake I.

Finally, Rahm discusses the Hammarforsen Power Plant on the River
Indalsalven, shown on Fig. 17. The approach flow velocities from upstream
are very slow at approximately 0.5 m/sec. Rahm found, how~ver, that

"Owing to the positions of the units and the dam, the flow to
the intakes was very oblique, and at various combinations of
discharge the direction of velocity deviated at least 30 - 45 0

from the perpendicular to the front of the intakes. As a result,
strong local vortexes in the lee of the intake piers were formed,
in spite of the evenly distributed and relatively low velocity.
The vortexes in front of intakes I and II were strong enough to
suck down with ease large pieces of wood, but could, however, be
prevented by means of floating wooden grids."

In conclusion, all of the intake case studies indicate the importance
of a straight and uniform flow upstream of the intake to prevent vortex
formation. The same could be said for virtually every intake with vortex
problems. An ideal approach condition, however, is rarely possible, and
intake designers must accept a compromise dictated by the specific con
ditions of the site. There are currently very limited design guidelines to
assess the potential for vortices at a given intake. In the next section,
field and model experience at existing installations is compiled to give
some very general guidelines which may be combined with a qualitative
assessment at a given site. In a later portion of this report more speci
fic design criteria are developed for a specific type of intake.

B. Analysis of Vortex Activity at Existing Intakes

The case studies discussed in the previous section reveal the impor
tant parameters in vortex formation: circulation in the flow field
approaching the intake, intake submergence, and the intake velocity or
the intake Froude number. The analysis of this section will attempt to
develop general rule-of-thumb guidelines for critical submergence from the
experience of existing installations. Parameters generally known for an
intake will be used, such as submergence, intake diameter, and intake velo
city. The approach circulation is an important parameter which is not
known for existing intakes and will be ignored. This analysis will
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therefore approach the problem from the same point of view as an intake
designer~ who has little or no knowledge of the approach circulation. A
conclusion often drawn is that a submergence exists which is deep enough
such that vortex formation will not occur, even with the worst possible
circulation of the intake approach flow. In order to determine what this
submergence is ~ existing and model intake submergence and discharge data
were collected and analyzed.

The starting point in this analysis was to obtain the data used by
Gordon [15] to develop his dimensional relationship. This related the
submergence~ S~ and VD1/2 as previously shown in Fig. 11. The data
were made dimensionless using the dimensionless submergence~ SiD and the
intake Froude Number V/!gD. On plotting this data a surprising result was
obtained. The submergence data for the intakes which had vortex problems
lay about the line SiD = LIS V/.,!gD; this result was very encouraging~ but
after further data on similar intakes was plotted~ the inLtial result was
found to be erroneous.

Besides Gordon's data~ Hecker [24] Pennino and Hecker [18] list several
other existing installations which have experienced vortex related dif
ficulties. These installations are both prototype intakes as well as model
intakes. The information which is tabulated in these results is very
sketchy; thus ~ an attempt was made to either obtain prototype information
from the dam owner or obtain the results of a model investigation. This
was done in order to obtain the most accurate values of submergence and
discharge available. In addition to these sets of data~ information on
intakes with and without vortex problems known to the authors were included
in the analysis. Thus ~ although the analysis is similar to Gordon [15]
and Pennino and Hecker [18]~ the data set used is the most comprehensive to
date and will provide an improved basis for intake design.

Clarification of the definition of the submergence and the diameter~

D ~ is needed to avoid confusion. The literature review mentions several
different submergences which are currently in use. Initially the sub
mergence was defined as shown in Fig. 2 ~ but it was found necessary to
redefine the submergence for intakes of the form shown in Fig. 18. The
submergence will be defined as the distance from the water surface to the
point of intersection of the soffit bellmouth with a line drawn perpen
dicular to the water surface on the top of the bottom bellmouth lip~ as
drawn in Fig. 18. The diameter will be defined as being the minimum
diameter to which the bellmouth narrows~ as is also shown in Fig. 18.

The data on existing installations and model studies of proposed
installations were compiled and are presented in Fig. 19. Sources of the
data are given in Table 1. Also given in Fig. 19 are two envelope curves
which result from Gordon's [15] criteria. C = 0.03 corresponds to SiD =
1.7 F~ and C = 0.4 corresponds to SiD = 2.27 F. It is immediately apparent
that neither Gordon's nor Reddy and Pickford's [16] design criteria are
sufficient to avoid vortex problems. In fact~ Fig. 2 confirms Penino and
Hecker's observation that there is virtually no submergence at which an
intake designer can be certain of vortex-free operation.

There is a region~ however~ in Fig. 19 where free-surface vortices are
less likely to occur; that is the region segmented by a dimensionless
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TABLE 1. List of Data and SGurce's Used for Fig. II-I.

Experienced
Vortex

Formation SiD F Type of Intake Project Source of Information

N 1. 78 .24 Horizontal Snare (1 ) [15]
N 1.45 .47 Horizontal Rundle (1) [15]
N 6.09 .47 Horizontal Three Sisters [15]
N .59 .17 Horizontal Brochet [15]
N .56 .42 Horizontal Cape Broyle [15]
y .23 .22 Horizontal Jim Grey [15]
N 1.36 .40 Horizontal Hayo [15]
N 1.36 .41 Horizontal Horsechops [15]
N .63 .16 Horizontal Bearspaw [15]
N .85 .32 Horizontal Henihek (1) [15 )
N 1.00 .41 Horizontal Rio Bueno [15]
N .98 .50 Horizontal Interlakes [15 J
N .73 .44 Horizontal Pocaterra [15]
N .60 .28 Horizontal Chute Hilson [15]
y .54 .43 Horizontal Smelter [15]
N 1.63 .29 Horizontal Hhite Horse [15]
N .86 .39 Horizontal Hoggotty [15]
N 1.44 .50 Horizontal Rattling Brook [15]
N .92 .42 Horizontal Hart Jaune [15]
N 1.50 .45 Horizontal Rundle(2) [15J
N .84 .29 lIorizontal Snare (2) [15 )
N .78 .50 Horizontal Spray (2) [15]
N .64 .30 Horizontal Haterloo Lake [15]
N 1.43 1.18 Horizontal Rattling Brook [15]
N 1.00 .45 Horizontal Taltson [15 J
N 1.06 .47 Horizontal Sandy Brook [15]
N 1.09 .48 Horizontal Brazeau III [15]
N 1.00 .47 Horizontal Brazeau 1/2 [15]
Y 2.13 1.90 Horizontal Chururaqui [24]
y 2.41 .80 Vertical Bad Creek 124J
y 2-4 .79 Vertical Bear Swamp Pumped Storage [24]
N 1.82 .06 Horizontal Effestinag [24]
N .96 .16 Horizontal Foyers Pumped Storage [24]
N .56 - 3.06 .09 Horizontal Kariba Hydro Project [24 J
N .53 .55 Horizontal Ludington Pumped Storage [24]
y 2.86 .85 Horizontal Orville Darn Diversion [28]
y 3.57 .95 Horizontal Orville Dam Diversion [28]
y 11.29 1.04 Horizontal Orville Dam Diversion [28]
y 2. 52 .65 Horizontal Taum Sauk [24]
y 2.69 1.32 Horizontal Enid Dam [24]
y 1. 72 .79 Horizontal Nimbus Dam Power Intake [24]
y 1.93 1.69 Vertical Shadehill Dame Flood [24]
y 1.23 .77 Horizontal Grand Coulee Third Power Plant [20 ]
Y .57 .78 Horizontal Glen Canyon Dam [27]
NH .89 .46 Horizontal Havasu Pumping Plant [30]
NH 1.56 1.18 Horizontal Grand Coulee Pumping [29]
N 1.93 .78 Horizontal Glen Canyon Dam [27]
y .601 .57 Horizontal Hayfield [23]
y 3.00 1.27 Vertical Low St. Anthony Falls Lock and Dam [1]
y 0.18 0.20 Horizontal Untra Power Plant (all Intakes but I) [2 J
y 0.18 0.24 Horizontal Untra Power Plant (at Intake I) [2]
y 0.18 0.23 Horizontal Atorp Power Plant [2 J
N 0.26 0.26 Horizontal Alfta Power Plant [2]
y 0.42 0.22 Horizontal Hammarforsen Power Plant (Intakes I & II) [2]
Y 0.28 0.10 Horizontal Hammarforsen Power Plant (Intakes III & IV [2]
y 1.48 .47 Vertical Rapidan Po~er Plant In progress at SAFHL
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submergence, SiD, greater than 0.7 and an intake Froude number, v/lgD, less
than 0.5. If a given intake installation has extremely poor approach con
ditions, such as a short headrace wall, or an intake in the middle of a
large pool, vortices are still possible in this "safe" region. For a small
hydroplant (e.g. less than 2 MW), in this relatively safe region with good
approach conditions, it may be cost-effective to forego an intake model
study. Consultation should always be obtained, however, from individuals
with expertise in intake vortices. What looks like good approach con
ditions to the designer may have a deceptive source of approach
circulation.

One interesting aspect of Fig. 19 is that there is no "safe" dimen
sionless submergence for intakes with an intake Froude number greater than
0.5. There are, however, intakes in this region without vortex problems.
The reason, of course, is approach circulation, the ignored parameter in
this analysis. Intakes with a very good approach flow, ~uch that there is
little large-scale circulation entering the intake, can operate without
free-surface vortices at a high intake Froude number. On the other hand,
intakes with a poor approach flow can have free-surface vortices at intake
Froude numbers as low as 0.5, and possibly lower. In this region, a model
study must currently be recommended under all circumstances. Improved
design criteria, which will hopefully be developed from more generic
experimental investigations in the future, may reduce the prevalent need
for intake model studies.

In order to refine some of the guidelines which may be extracted from
Fig. 19, an experimental investigation of intake vortices was undertaken
and will be described in Section IV. The study was limited to vertical
bellmouth intakes in a headrace canal, and is only the beginning of the
work required to develop comprehensive guidelines.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON VERTICAL BELLMOUTH INTAKES

A. Experimental Facility

1. Design Objectives

The primary objective of the experimental flume design was to simulate
conditions common in vertical intake installations. Most intakes have a
headrace (approach) canal, and are located an equidistance from the walls
at the end of the flume. For this reason, false walls were installed in
the flume to simulate headrace canals of various lengths and widths.

Another important consideration in simulating field installations is
the angle of approach flow into the canal. The literature review emphasizes
the importance of circulation in vortex formation. Flow entering the canal
at an angle will have a given amount of circulation which can increase the
tendency for free surface vortices. Guide vanes were therefore installed
at the head of the canal to control and predetermine the angle of approach
to the headrace canal.

There were also three hydraulic design objectives for the flume. The
first objective was to have a uniform velocity profile upstream of the
intake. The second objective was to size the outlet so that viscous forces
would not restrict vortex formation which might complicate scaling of the
results. The third objective was to have adequate inflow and outflow so
that data could be taken over the desired range of inlet Froude numbers.

The first objective is important because of the role vorticity plays
on the amount of circulation present in the flume. The effect of approach
flow circulation on vortex formation is a primary objective of this study.
Approach flow circulation, therefore, was a parameter to be controlled in
the experiments; and "background" circulation such as that caused by a non
uniform velocity profile needed to be maintained at a low level.

Viscous effects do not normally impede free surface vortex formation
in field installations. Thus, it is imperative that viscous effects be
negligible in model intakes as well in order to scale up the results with
confidence. This has been found to be true for intakes with an intake
Reynolds number greater than 5xl04 V/;gr;-, Jain [4], as previously men
tioned in the literature review. Thus, for a given kinematic viscosity and
intake throat velocity, the throat diameter of the intake should be

(13 )

where V = intake throat velocity. A throat diameter of 6 inches was chosen
to give no viscous effects on free surface vortices. Daggett and Keulegan's
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4
[6] criteria of Re = VD/v < 3.2 x 10 indicates that viscous effects will
occur at V < 0.68 ft/sec, or at F = V/lgD < 0.17. Thus, the possibility of
viscous effects at low intake Froude numbers must be kept in mind.

To satisfy the third objective, a range of intake Froude numbers up to
2.0 was .desired. This was accomplished with sufficiently large inflow and
outflow pipe to allow a discharge of 1.6 ft 3/sec. The physical arrange
ment will be described in the next section.

2. Description of Test Apparatus

The test apparatus was a wooden flume with a bellmouth outlet given in
Photo 5 and Figs. 20, 21, and 22 and is located on the main shop floor of
the Laboratory, next to a 24-inch flume. The 24-inch flume required a cat
walk for visual observations. This catwalk, shown in Photo 5, was used for
visual observations of the surface flow in the flume.

The wooden flume, supported by 2"x6" planks and concrete blocks, con
sists of a stilling basin, a transition section, and a test section, as
shown in Fig. 20. Flow was supplied from the Mississippi River in a
once-through mode with an 8-inch supply line which ran from the main supply
channel to the stilling basin. Inflow was measured with an orifice meter
calibrated in-line and connected to a manometer with either mercury or
Meriam blue as indicator fluids. The stilling basin was designed to pro
duce a fairly straight uniform flow out of this section. This was
achieved with an 8-inch lateral diffuser pipe shown in Figs. 20 and 21
with 2 inch diameter holes drilled to stagger at +45° and -20° off hori
zontal, and directed at the rear walL The flow was further smoothed by
flowing through a 6 inch thick rock crib, which consisted of rocks coarser
than a 3/4 inch sieve. Finally, a transition zone of 7 ft was used to dam
pen any large scale eddies.

Visual observation was made possible by installation of a 4 'x8 'x3/4"
plexiglass sidewall and a 4' x56 "x314" plexiglass wall at the end of the
flume.

The interior components of the test section were the movable intake
canal walls and the bellmouth. The bellmouth was centered 16 inches from
the rear wall and 16 inches from the side wall as shown in Figs. 20 and 21.
The intake canal walls consisted of a 52 x 48 inch rear wall, and canal
side walls which were v~riable in length. The variable length canal side
walls were produced using four 1/2" plexiglass panels, 48" deep, for each
canal wall. The length of the panels were 1/2 ft, 1 ft (two sets) and 4 ft,
which provided for large variation in length. The length of the canal side
walls used in the experiment were the 3 ft, 6 ft, and 9-1/2 ft long com
binations. The 6 ft combination is illustrated in Fig. 20 and 21.

The guide vanes were located 4-1/4 inches upstream of the movable
side walls, shown in Fig. 20. These vanes consisted of 11 sheet metal
vanes, 8-1/2 inches in length with a spacing of 4-1/2 inches. Each vane
had a 90° lip bent on the top and bottom. A pivot was obtained by drilling
a hole through the lip and placing a metal peg and washer through the hole.
This simple mechanism made examining the consequence of changing the
approach flow angle relatively easy between ± 45°.
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Photo 5. Experimental test facility
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During investigation of vortex formation, the headpoo1 elevation above
the be11mouth was measured using a conventional point gage. A capacitance
wave probe was used to measure the change in headpoo1 elevation with
respect to time because of the difficulty in stabilizing the head pool ele
vation; the instability is described later in this section. The probe was
located upstream of the be11mouth such that it would not disturb the vortex
formation.

The shape of the be11mouth outlet, as described in the Bureau of
Reclamation, Design of Small Dams, is given by the equation

2 2
x + Y -=1

(.5D)2 (.15D)2
(14)

where x = horizontal distance, y = vertical distance, D is the diameter of
the conduit. In this case D = 6 inches. This equation closely simulates
that of a jet discharging into air. This design streamlines the intake
such that the be11mouth minimizes head losses and prevents zones where
pressures below vapor pressure could develop causing cavitation. This
be11mouth shape was chosen to correspond with a common shape found in the
field, although the authors believe that the be11mouth shape will not
significantly influence free surface vortices.

3. Hydraulic Performance of the Experimental Flume

The hydraulic performance of the flume was found to be acceptable.
Prior to the installation of the rock crib, metal screens were used in an
attempt to stabilize the flow in the transition zone. This procedure did
not appear to work. The flow would find the cracks between the metal
screens and small jets would form, causing nonuniformity in the flow.
After spending two weeks taking velocity profiles upstream of the test sec
tion for various configurations of screens, the screens were discarded and
a 6-inch rock crib was used in their place. This proved to be a very
acceptable method. The velocity profile given in Table 2 was taken with a
hot film anemometer. Twenty velocity measurements were taken at each loca
tion, and a numerical average was then calculated to give a temporal mean
velocity at each location. The hot film anemometer was calibrated with a
Laser Doppler anemometer.

There appears to be some random scatter in the velocity profile given
in Table 2. A possible cause for this scatter is that the number of
samples taken was not large enough to produce an accurate temporal average.
Overall, however, the small velocity difference of ± .02 ft/sec is almost
negligible, and therefore the flow can be assumed to be uniform.

In order to evaluate the performance of the guide vanes in predeter
mining the approach angle, photographs of dye streak1ines were taken at two
depths and two values of flume discharge. Samples shown in Photos 6 and 7
illustrate the flow separated at the leading edge of one wall, and
suppressed boundary layer growth, as anticipated, at the other wall. A
small separation zone was formed at the second wall due to resistance to
the flow on the outside of the headrace walls (Photo 5). This separation
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TABLE 2. Measured Velocities in Vortex Flume Downstream from Rock Crib (ft/s)

Distance :j :j
from Flume <t: ;:;
~. -Bottom D1stance from Walls Catwalk

11/2 1 1-1/2 2 2 1-1/2 1 1/2 I-~------

2.8 .0619 .0462 .0843 .0910 .0810 .0664 .0776 .0664

2.6 .1000 .0641 .0675 .0765 .0720 .0551 .0619 .0641

2.4 .0866 .0933 .0709 .0641 .0574 .0484 .0327 .0596

2.2 .0664 .0978 .0697 .0619 .0450 .0349 .0293 .0630

2.0 .0507 .0866 .0574 .0484 .0383 .0260 .0383 .0619

1.8 .0215 .0753 .0406 .0417 .0428 .0338 .0406 .0529

1. 6 .0484 .0596 .0372 .0293 .0462 .0349 .0518 .0450

1.4 .0540 .0462 .0249 .0226 .0372 .0406 .0574 .0327

1.2 .0540 .0484 .0204 .0215 .0249 .0439 .0462 .0551

1.0 .0293 .0338 .0282 .0260 .0103 .0439 .0406 .0417

.8 .0316 .0349 .0428 .0271 .0136 .0394 .0619 .0417

.6 .0293 .0574 .0349 .0237 .0013 .0192 .0596 .0450

.4 .0226 .0394 .0383 .0136 .0394 .0148 .0563 .0574.
•2 .0293 .0394 .0372 .0282 .0641 .0933 .1135 .0832

Bottom .0428 .0372 .0327 .0125 .0866 .1314 .1348 .1112



Photo 6. Separation past leading edge of movable wall. Note
how well the dye streaklines followed the vanes.

oSID = 3.34, F = 2.33, vane angle = 15 •

Photo 7. Suppressed boundary layer growth on opposite wall.
Note stagnation region in front of wall. SID =

o5.27, F = 2.63, vane angle = 15 •
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zone was rapidly suppressed and limited in scope, however, and was not
believed to have a significant impact upon approach circulation.

Figures 23 and 24 give sketches of the streaklines at two vane angles.
These streaklines indicate that the guide vanes performed their function
very well, and that guide vane angle is a good representation of approach
flow angle.

B. Experimental Procedure

Preliminary experiments indicated that there existed many different
types of vortices at the intake contingent on the flow and submergence of
the intake, which confirmed observations in the literature. It was there
fore expedient to use some sort of classification scheme to describe the
vortices observed. Durgin and Anderson [25] used the scheme shown in Fig.
25. This scheme rates the strength of a vortex by a visual observation of
the surface activity above the intake, and represents the full range of
possible surface activity.

For a vertical intake, however, it was found that some of these types
of activity were difficult to identify separately. In most intake con
figurations there are other phenomena present besides intake withdrawal
which can cause Type 1 (surface swirl) and Type 2 (surface dimple) acti
vity. In the experimental vortex flume, for example, separation of the
approach flow around the leading edge of headrace walls produced both of
these types of activities independent of the intake operation. Type ° (no
activity) was therefore rare, and Types 1 and 2 were relatively common,
with no relation to free surface vortex formation. These types of surface
activity were, therefore, not incorporated into the visual observations.

It was also difficult to distinguish between Type 4 activity (vortex
pulling trash) and Type 5 activity (vortex pulling air bubbles). The tran
sition between Type 4 and Type 5 activity was momentary at best, and was
therefore not considered descriptive. Thus, Type 5 activity, which
required no addition of confetti to simulate trash, was used to identify
vortex strength.

This leaves three types of surface activity which are believed to be
descriptive of vortex strength in the experimental flume:

Type 3: A continuous dye core reaching into the intake, as
shown in Photo 8.

Type 5: A vortex entraining bubbles into the intake, but with no
coherent air core, shown in Photo 9.

Type 6: A vortex pulling air continuously into intake, shown in
Photo 10, which was identified by an audible noise.

Even though only three types of surface activity are identified as repre
sentative, the classification given in Fig. 25 is retained to avoid con
fusion in the literature. It is also possible that the above observations
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Fig. 23. Dye streaklines for SiD = 5.02, F = 3.59;
ovane angle set at 15 •
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Fig. 24. Dye streaklines for SiD = 4.39, F = 3.59;
ovane angle set at 30 •
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TRASH BUT NOT AI R
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TYPE V SURFACE SWIRL

TYPE 2 V .... SURFACE DIMPLE

TYPE

TYPE FULL AIR CORE
TO INLET

Fig. 25. Vortex strength scale used by Durgin and Anderson [25]
for classification of free surface vortices at intakes.
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Photo 8. Dye core vortex, Type 3.

Photo 9. Bubble entraining vortex, Type 5.
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Photo 10. Air entraining vortex.

Photo 11. Viscous dimple which occurred in place of a bubble
entraining vortex, or an air entraining vortex, at Fr < 0.85.



are not valid for inverted intakes, where surface swirls and dimples caused
by intake withdrawal may be more easily identified. The surface activity
Types 3, 5, and 6 were thus used to identify vortex strength in the experi
ments. There was, however, one type of surface activity which this classi
fication failed to identify. This surface activity, labelled a viscous
dimple, is shown in Photo 11. The viscous dimple is a relatively deep
dimple which occurs in place of Type 5 or Type 6 activity at low intake
velocities. At intake Froude numbers, F < 0.85 the viscous dimple occurred
in place of the air-entraining vortex, Type 6. When F ~ 0.45, the viscous
dimple occurred in place of either Type 5 or Type 6 activi ty. This may
indicate significant viscous effects upon vortex formation at intake Froude
numbers less than 0.85 in the flume, corresponding to an intake Reynolds

5number Re = VD/v ~ 10. The implication here is that neither Jain et al.'s
[4] criteria, Re ~ 5x10 4 v/!gD or Dagget and Keulegan's criteria [6], Re ~
3.2x10 4 for avoiding viscous effects in intake vortices is conservative.
The remainder of this section describes the method by which the intake sub
mergence and discharge were determined when each type of activity occurred.

One method of determining the type of surface activity occurring from
a given submergence and discharge is to stabilize the water surface eleva
tion. If the water surface elevation is stable, the inflow into the flume
must equal the outflow of the flume. For weir flow the pool elevation
stabilizes very quickly, but for full pipe flow, as the inflow and outflow
of this flume, a stable pool elevation requires a long stablization period.
This is complicated by the fact that inflow and outflow discharge must be
matched, which involves two independent valves. Matching these valves is
virtually impossible. Consequently, another method was chosen to measure
the submergence and discharge corresponding to a particular surface
activity.

This method is similar to the method used by Blaisdell and Donnelly
[26] and Humphey et al. [17] coined by Blaisdell et al. as "taking data
on the run." Blaisdell et al.' s method requires the water surface eleva
tion to be continually monitored, and allows the water surface elevation to
fluctuate. For a constant inflow, the outflow can then be calculated
easily by adding or subtracting the amount of flow rate coming out of or
going into the storage of the flume, respectively. The amount of inflow
going into or coming out of storage can easily be calculated by using time
rate of change of water surface elevation, multiplied by the surface area
of the flume to give units of discharge. One precaution is that the water
surface elevation cannot change too rapidly because a given time is
required for the large vortex flow structure to develop.

Since the inflow rate to the flume was continuously changing, owing to
the drop in water surface elevation in the flume, as well as the
Mississippi River pool elevation, the inlet discharge was monitored con
tinuously instead of being assumed constant, and noted on the strip chart.
In addition, the strip chart record of water surface elevation was
calibrated frequently. Two people were required to take data for an
experimental run, one person to read off point gage values and identify
surface activity, and another person to monitor the inflow discharge and
make notations on the chart recording. The information noted on the chart
recorder was the upstream manometer deflection, the surface activity, and
point gage reading over time.
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A typical run for a given intake Froude number would begin with clo

sure of the downstream valve such that the water surface elevation would

rise in the flume. Once the water surface elevation was raised to a suf

ficiently large depth, the inflow manometer would be set to a manometer

deflection corresponding to the intake Froude number desired. The

downstream valve would be opened and as the water surface elevation fell,

surface point gate readings would be taken. The surface activity

corresponding to a certain vortex intensity, when it first occurred, would

be noted on the chart recording. The run would continue until a Type 6

vortex entraining air would first occur.

This procedure was found to be relatively fast and reproducible. In

addition, it reduced the many variables to be controlled simultaneously in

the flume. An analysis of the impact of variable water surface elevation

on the results is included in Section IV.C.

C. Results

1. Presentation of Results

The purpose of the experimental study was to initiate development of

design information to assist an intake designer in the avoidance of free

surface vortices. The results are given in Fig. 26 through 36 for various

combinations of approach vane angle and channel length. Each figure may be

segmented into three zones of critical submergence. The first zone is the

submergence versus intake Froude number range in which dye core vortices

will form (Type 3). The second zone is the submergence versus intake

Froude number range in which bubble entraining vortices form (Type 5), and

the third zone is that zone where air entraining vortices form (Type 6).

A good example of these zones are shown in Fig. 33 for 30 0 vane angles

. and 6 ft canal wall length. The lines drawn are envelope curves defined as

that curve which encompasses most, if not all, observations, of a par

ticular type of vortex. It should be pointed out that there are two types

of data shown in this figure. The first type of data given by unshaded

symbols were taken using the procedure outlined in the previous section.

The shaded data points were taken using a procedure which stablized the

water surface elevation in the flume. The water surface elevation of the

supply pool became stable during the summer and this led to the ability to

stablize the water surface elevation in the flume, with very small changes

in the downstream value. The data indicate that the assumption that a slow

change of water surface elevation does not affect the formation of vortices

lead to a persistent error in critical submergence. This is easily seen

from the envelope curves for bubble entraining and air entraining vortices

in Fig. 37. The submergence requirement envelope curves for the bubble

entraining vortices and the air entraining vortices are higher for the

steady stage data. When compared to the scatter in the measurements,

however, this error is not exceedingly large.

The dye core vortices did not show this difference between the two

types of data. This result is significant since it means the envelope

curves developed from the less tedious "on the run" measurements are a true

indication of the minimum submergence required to avoid dye core vortices.
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These curves dictate the minimum submergence necessary to prevent the for
mation of vortices at a given intake Froude number for similar approach
flow conditions and upstream intake wall lengths. The scatter in the data
points below the envelope curves was expected, since many authors' results
have indicated this same discrepancy. Thus, the scatter is not specific to
these results.

2. Error Analysis

The discovery that the "on the run" measurement technique lead to a
consistent error in the critical submergence envelopep for the Type 5 and
Type 6 vortices was discouraging, but it does not entirely invalidate the
results for these vortex types. An analysis of the 30° vane angle, 6 ft
canal wall length data was made to estimate the significance and magnitude
of this error.

An envelope curve relating dimensionless submergence and Froude number
was drawn for the bubble entraining and the air entraining data points, as
shown in Fig. 29. Using these envelope curve relationships, the difference
in dimensionless submergence from the calculated envelope curve to the
actual data point was calculated, signified herein as b.s/D. Two plots,
shown in Figs. 37 and 38, were made relating the difference in dimen
sionless stage IJ. SiD to the corresponding value of the rate of change of
water surface elevation, dH/dt, for bubble entraining and air entraining
vortices. From these curves it appears that a relationship between IJ.S/D to
dH/dt does not exist _5or a dH/dt of greater than 2xl0-3 ft/sec. For a
dH/dt of less than 10 ft/sec, however, the scatter around the line IJ.S/D
decreases; finally, at dH/dt= 0, SiD values greater than any of the "on the
run" measurements are observed.

Figures 37 and 38 indicate that envelope curves of Type 5 and Type 6
vortices developed from the "on the run" measurements would give SiD values
which are between 0.2 and 0.4 less than those of the steady data. These
differences are not great considering the nature of the envelope curves and
the scatter which exists in both the steady and "on the run" data.
Figures 26 through 36 should thus give accurate estimates of critical sub
mergence to avoid Type 5 and Type 6 vortices if between 0.2 and 0.4 is
added to the SiD measurements taken on the run. The authors also believe
that the envelope curves for the Type 3 vortices in Figs. 26 through 36 are
accurate, with no required adjustment due to an unsteady water surface.

An error analysis was also undertaken in an attempt to explain the
scatter of the data obtained in Figs. 26 through 36. An estimate of the
errors incurred during measurement is necessary as well as the factors
which were beyond the control of the research. The primary sources of error
were in the measurement of discharge and the water surface elevation at
which a particular type of vortex occurred.

There were four sources of error found in the discharge measurement.
The first source of error was in the orifice rating curve. This curve was
calibrated using the in-house discharge measurement weighing tanks, and
estimated to be 0.5 percent. The second source of error was in the reading
of the manometer deflection. As was mentioned in the procedure, the supply
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channel of the water surface elevation was found to be changing with
respect to time; this caused the discharge to also change with respect to
time. This error was estimated to be ± .04 cfs. Besides the water surface
fluctuation, the tank suffered from another error that was not expected.
The plywood used in the construction of the tank was found to be of ex
tremely poor quality, which caused the tank to experience premature
leaking due to the voids in the plywood. This loss was estimated to be
from 0.0 to .02 cfs, since this source of error was always changing with
the head in the tank. These were all minor sources of error as compared to
the error incurred with the measurement of the discharge removed from
storage. This was due to the procedure of taking the data with the stage
dropping with respect to time. The change of stage with respect to time
was accurate to within ± .002 ft/sec, corresponding to ± .21 cfs in
discharge. This results in a total possible error in discharge measurement
of ± .21 cfs, an error in the Froude number of ± .27. This error is not
significant at the higher values of Froude number, but at the lower Froude
numbers it becomes very significant.

There were three sources of error in the stage measurements (water
surface elevation). The first source of error was in the measurement of
the stage itself. This was found to be ± .002 ft of stage. The second
source of error was caused by the wood in the flume, which would swell and
contract in conjunction with successive periods of drying and wetting.
This swelling and contraction caused the level of the top of the be11mouth
to be slightly off, which in turn made the be11mouth lip measurement erro
neous. This caused an error estimated at ± .001 ft. There was also a
human error in measuring the water surface elevation, estimated to be
± .004 ft. This caused the total error in measurement of stage to be less
than ± .005 ft which corresponds to an error of ± .01 in the dimensionless
submergence.

Neither the potential errors in discharge or stage could account for
the scatter in critical submergence measurements. The change in water
surface elevation over time did reduce SID measurements and add scatter;
however, even the steady state data had SID scatter of ± 0.2. The reason
for this scatter is the flow phenomena itself. There is a large range of
SID in which there are two stable forms of flow at an intake with and
without a free-surface vortex. The transition between the two is simi1asr
to the transition between laminar and turbulent flow. Some pulse or
disturbance must "trip" the straight flow into a sWirling flow. If the
swirling flow is the more stable of the two states, an even greater distur
bance would be required to return to the straight, non-vortex flow. Thus,
there are many secondary factors which, within a certain flow region, can
cause the swirling vortex flow to begin. These secondary factors cannot be
perfectly controlled in any experiment or field installation.

3. Analysis of Results

Envelope curves for the critical submergence required to avoid free
surface vortices in the experimental flume are drawn in Figs. 26 through
36. These curves were determined by plotting the data on log-log paper
and developing curves such that there were no anomalies between each of the
plots, e. g. reducing submergence criteria with increasing approach flow
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vane angle or with decreasing wall length. It was found that the data was
adequately represented when each exponent in the envelope equations were
constant for a given wall length. This convention was therefore adopted
for simplicity and coherence. The relatively high envelope curve in Fig.
26 is in order to avoid one of the anomolies given above.

At an intake Froude No. greater than 1.5, there appeared to be no sub
mergence which would guarantee vortex-free flow. There is no indication
as to whether this is a general phenomena or one specific to the experimen
tal facility. The dashed lines in Figs. 26 through 36 indicate that in the
region where F = V/gD ~ 1.5, either envelope curve could be correct. The
authors are not certain of which.

The envelope curves are tabulated in Table 3 and may be best compared
at F = 1.0. These comparisons indicate the following: 1) the submergence
required to avoid free-surface vortices increases with decreasing headrace
length/width ratio, 2) the submergence required to avoid free-surface vor
tices increases with increasing approach flow angle, and 3) the headrace
length/width ratio becomes increasingly important at larger approach flow
angles. This last observation may be seen by comparing envelope curves 9,
10, and 11, and subsequently curves 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3.

Approach flow angle is important because separation around the leading
edge of headrace walls will create the circulation required to form a vor
tex. A long headrace will provide a region for this zone of separation to
reattach to the wall, leaving a straight flow approaching the intake, and
reducing the tendency for vortex formation.

The envelope equations are valid for intake Froude Numbers as low as
0.25. Below this value the required submergence is assumed to be constant.
A further examination of the envelope equations indicates that the dimen
sionless submergence required to avoid free-surface vortices is greater
than 2.0 in all circumstances. This indicates that the data compiled in
Fig. 19 may not be entirely applicable to vertical intakes, where SiD ~ 0.7
and F';; 0.5 is indicated as a relatively safe region for vortex-free
intake operation.

The ultimate purpose of the envelope curves is to develop design cri
teria for intakes to avoid free-surface vortices. The envelope curves
developed herein are not applicable to all intakes but are restricted to
intake configurations similar to that of the experimental flume. The
intake must be a vertical configuration with an approach channel. The
length/width ratio of the channel and the angle of the approach flow into
the channel may then be compared with the experimental measurements to find
the appropriate envelope curve for critical submergence. Other aspects of
the intake, such as bellmouth shape and the channel width/intake diameter
ratio, are believed to be less important and should not greatly change the
minimum submergence requirements.

If the intake submergence requirements cannot be met, anti-vortex
devices must be considered. The type of anti-vortex device which will work
for a given intake cannot currently be predicted, however, without a
hydraulic model study.
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TABLE 3. Envelope Equations for Critical Submergence to Avoid
Dye Core Vortices (Type 3) in Experimental Flume

Approach Flow Headrace
Vane Angl,e Length/Width Envelope Equation

1 0° 1.13
S 3.60 (F)·12
D -

2 0° 2.25
S 3.42 (F) .09- =D

3 0° 3.56
S 2.14 (F) .04
D =

4 7.5° 1.13
S 3.85 (F) .12
D

5 7.5° 2.25
S 3.45 (F)·09
D

6 15° 1.13
S 4.16 (F) .12- =D

7 15° 2.25
S 3.99 (F) .09
D

8 15 ° 3.56
S 3.10 (F) .04
D

9 30° 1.13
S 7.00 (F) .12
D-

10 30° 2.25
S 4.59 (F) .09
D

11 30° 3.56
S 3.54 (F) .04
D
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It is apparent that the design criteria developed herein is very
limited in application. It is, however, the first experimental program
directed specifically towards intake design criteria and should be the
beginning of a number of experimental programs on design criteria for hori
zontal intakes, vertically inverted intakes, further work on vertical
intakes, and finally, and on the effectiveness of various anti-vortex
devices in each of these configurations. The results of such experimental
programs would enable more realistic intake designs, reduce the prevalent
need for model studies, and provide basic information on the primary para
meters in vortex formation.
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v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The purpose of the study was to compile and develop intake design cri
teria to avoid free-surface vortices at hydropower intakes.

2. Literature information on vortex formation at field and model intakes
is first compiled and presented to give "intake guidelines" for design
engineers. A plot of dimensionless submergence versus intake Froude
number is presented for the installations in Fig. 19.

3. The plot is divided into two regions: 1) a region where intake vor
tices are unlikely and a model study is not required except with
extremely poor approach conditions, and 2) a region with a good possi
bility of intake vortices, where a model study is recommended.

4. Region 2, where intake vortices are a good possibility, is very large,
encompassing many hydropower facilities. This is because minimum
intake submergence to avoid vortex formation is highly dependent upon
approach conditions, which are site specific.

5. In order to add some clarity to this limited design criteria, an
experimental study was undertaken which focused upon typical intake
approach conditions. Most intakes have a headrace to avoid high cir
culation near the intake, so the experimental study simulated appraoch
conditions with a headrace or approach channel of varying length and
width.

6. The experiments were limited to vertical bellmouth intakes. The ten
dency for vortex formation is enhanced by separation around the
leading edge of the headrace channel walls. A long, narrow headrace
will reduce the tendency for vortex formation.

7. The headrace length/width ratio is increasingly important with
increasing approach flow angle.

8. The submergence required to avoid free-surface vortices was greater
than 2.0 for all the arrangements considered. This indicates that the
data compiled in Fig. 19 may not be entirely applicable to vertical
intakes, which may require a greater submergence than horizontal
intakes.
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